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Sound

TUNING FORK CREATING 
SOUND WAVES

SOUND WAVES FROM 
SOURCE TO OBSERVER

Speed of Sound

vSOUND = (331+ 0.6Tc ) m/s
where Tc  is measured in celcius

• Sound travels at a speed that 
depends on the medium through 
which it propagates.

• Speed of sound depends directly 
on temperature. Warmer air 
makes sound travel slightly faster:

• The speed of sound depends:
- directly on the elasticity of the 

medium
- inversely on the inertia (mass) 

of the medium.
- often the elasticity is a  

greater dependence.

medium temp (˚C) speed (m/s)
air 0 331

helium 0 970
ethanol 20 1200

fresh water 20 1500
platinum 20 2700
copper 20 3600

aluminum 20 5100
granite 20 6000

click for web page
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Physiological Characteristics of Sound
Pitch

Loudness

Timbre

• Depends primarily on frequency (and 
slightly on amplitude) of the source.

• Age affects the ear’s response to 
high frequencies. Many people over 
30 do not hear beyond 17,000 Hz.

• Humans can hear from about 
20 Hertz to 20,000 Hertz.

• Depends primarily on amplitude (and slightly 
on frequency) of the source of sound.

• “Threshold of Pain” is a million (106) times more 
amplitude (pressure) than the “Threshold of Hearing”

• Distinguishes similar sounds (like voices or musical 
instruments), so that even if the same frequency and 
amplitude are heard, the “quality” of sound is unique.

cell phone ring tone

sound samples

other species hearing spectrumtest your own hearing

Doppler Effect

For sound waves, whenever there is relative motion between source 
and observer a change in frequency is heard by the observer

 
fo = fs

v± vo
v ∓ vs

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

In 1842, Christian Johann Doppler showed that all waves exhibit 
a change in frequency when there is relative motion between the 
source of the waves and the observer of the waves.

click for applet
YouTubevideo
YouTubevideo

fo = observer frequency
fs = source frequency
v = wave speed
vo = observer speed
vs = source speed
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Doppler Effect

As an ambulance travels east down a highway at a speed of 33 m/s, its siren 
emits sound at a frequency of 4000 Hz. What frequency is heard by a person 
in a car traveling west at 25 m/s as the car approaches the ambulance?

Example:

 
fo = fs

v ± vo
v ∓ vs

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

fo = 4000 345 + 25
345 − 33

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 4740 Hz

What frequency is heard by the person in a car traveling west at 25 m/s 
after the car passes the ambulance? What frequency shift is heard?

fo = 4000 345 − 25
345 + 33

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 3390 Hz shift =  4740 − 3390 = 1360 Hz

What situations would result in the following Doppler effects? How are 
the car and the ambulance moving relative to each other?

fo = 4000 345 − 25
345 − 33

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 4100 Hz fo = 4000 345 + 25

345 + 33
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 3920 Hz

Doppler Effect (Honors)

Standing at a crosswalk, you hear a frequency of 5600 Hz from the 
siren of an approaching police car. After the police car passes, the 
observed frequency of the siren is 4800 Hz. Determine the police car’s 
speed from these observations.

Example:

5600 = fs
345

345 − vs

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

     and     4800 = fs
345

345 + vs

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

5600 345 − vs( )
345

=
4800 345 + vs( )

345
5600 345 − vs( ) = 4800 345 + vs( )

5600 − 4800( )345 = 5600 + 4800( )vs
vs =

5600 − 4800
5600 + 4800

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ 345 = 26.5 m/s
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Sound Intensity
• A physical measurement of power 

per area. Sound propagates in three 
dimensions, so the area is a sphere.

• Measured in units of watts/meter2.
• The human ear responds to an huge 

range of intensities. The loudest 
noise that a human can withstand is 
about a trillion (1012) times more 
intense than the quietest noise that 
can be heard!

intensity =
power
area

I =
P
A
=

P
4πr2

Earbuds create about 0.125 milliwatt 
maximum power output. Calculate the 
sound intensity on the inner ear at a 
distance of 1.0 centimeter. 

Example

I = P
4πr2 = 1.25 ×10−4 W

4π (0.01 m)2 = 0.10 W/m2 P = I × A = (0.10 W/m2 )(4 ×10−5  m2 )
P = 4.0 ×10−6  W

Now find the power incident on an 
eardrum with area of 4x10-5 m2.0.125 mW ×

10−3  W
1 mW

= 1.25 ×10−4  W

INVERSE SQUARE LAW

Sound Level

Humans judge loudness of a sound by 
comparing it as a ratio to a reference,   
often the “threshold of hearing” (TOH).

Sound Level vs. Loudness

The decibel (dB) is the unit for sound level, 
in honor of Alexander Graham Bell. Most 
humans can just notice a 1 decibel change.

The brain measures the loudness of sound 
similar to a logarithm of intensity ratio, 
called sound level. level  (in decibel) = 10 log(intensity ratio)

β = 10 log I
I0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

where I0 = 10−12  W/m2  (TOH)

Determine the sound level in   
decibels for an earbud that generates 
0.032 W/m2 of sound intensity.

Example

β = 10 log I
I0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 10 log 0.032 W/m2

10−12 W/m2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 105 dB

Determine the sound intensity of a 
125 decibel rowdy student body. 

Example (Honors)

125 = 10 log I
10−12

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ 12.5 = log I

10−12
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1012.5 = I
10−12 I = 100.5 = 3.16 W/m2

When sound intensity increases by ten, it’s 
perceived as twice as loud by the brain.

level  (in bels) = log intensity of  sound
intensity of  TOH

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
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Source of Sound
Intensity (I)
(in W/m2 )

Level (β) (in 
decibels )

Physiological 
reaction

threshold of hearing 10-12 0
rustling leaves 10-11 10 barely audible

whisper; broadcast studio 10-10 20 very quiet

library; bedroom 10-9 30 quiet

living room; mosquito 10-8 40
office, iPod (low) 10-7 50 moderate

normal conversation 10-6 60
vacuum cleaner, iPod (half) 10-5 70 loud

busy traffic; loud music 10-4 80
heavy truck, iPod (3/4) 10-3 90 damage (after 8 hrs)

subway, lawnmower 10-2 100
pneumatic hammer, iPod 

(full)
10-1 110 damage (after 2 hrs)

siren, rock concert 100 120 immediate danger

jackhammer 101 130
jet engine (30 m) 102 140 very painful

jet engine (10 m) 103 150 intolerable

jet engine (3 m) 104 160 eardrums rupture

Sound Intensity vs. Sound Level
A nearby mosquito 
has a sound level of 40 
decibels, and vacuum 
cleaner has a sound 
level of 70 decibels. 
How much more is the 
sound intensity for a 
vacuum cleaner 
compared to a nearby 
mosquito? 

70 dB- 40 dB= 30 dB

30 dB change in level means
a 103  change in intensity:

vacuum cleaner
mosquito

= 10−5

10−8 = 103

Every 10 dB level increase
means a power of 10
intensity increase. People
judge each 10 dB increase
as twice as loud.

Find the sound intensity 3 meters from 
a speaker that outputs 25 Watts. I = P

4πr2 = 25
4π (32 )

= 0.221 W/m2

What sound level is incident 
on the ear at that location? β = 10 log I

I0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 10 log 0.221

10−12
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ = 113 dB

Sound Intensity vs. Sound Level

(Honors) When any sound 
intensity is doubled, what is the 
change in sound level? Does 
the human ear notice?

Δβ = β2 − β1 =10 log I2

I0

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟−10 log I1

I0

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

Δβ =10 log I2

I1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ log a

b
= loga − logb!

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

Δβ =10 log 2
1

⎛
⎝
⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟ = 3 dB

What is the sound level if ten 
speakers are used at that location? 
What about a hundred speakers?

β = 10 log I
I0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 10 log 10(0.221)

10−12
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ = 123 dB

β = 10 log I
I0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 10 log 100(.221)

10−12
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ = 133 dB
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Resonance and Standing Waves
Natural Frequency

Resonance

Standing waves

• Many objects have natural oscillations. The rate 
of oscillation is called the natural frequency.

• Pendulums and swings, even bridges and 
buildings oscillate at natural frequencies. 

• When an object is forced into oscillation at a 
natural frequency, the amplitude of the motion 
increases. The result is called resonance.

• Musical instruments are designed to oscillate 
at several natural frequencies. Each one that 
resonates is called a harmonic.

• When waves reflect within a medium and combine (interfere) 
with other waves, they can produce standing waves.

• All musical instruments produce standing waves when 
resonance occurs at various harmonic frequencies. click for applet

• Standing waves exhibit points of maximum vibration called 
antinodes, and points of no vibration called nodes.

click for applet

click for applet

Tacoma Narrow Bridge

Millenium Bridge in London

Stringed Instruments

f1 =
v
λ
= v
2L

f2 =
v
λ
= v
L

f3 =
v
λ
= 3v
2L

click for applet

fn =
nv
2L

n = 1,2,3...

f1 is the first harmonic
the “fundamental frequency”

f2 is the second harmonic f3 is the third harmonic

Closed-end reflections occur on stringed instruments, so both ends are nodes.

L

λ1 = 2L

L L

λ2 = L λ3 = 2
3 L

fn = harmonic frequency
n = harmonic number
v = speed of wave on string
L = length of string

v = tension
linear  density

v = Ft
µ

click for applet
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Wind Instruments

f1 =
v
λ
= v
2L

f2 =
v
λ
= v
L
= 2v
2L

f3 =
v
λ
= 3v
2L

click for applet

fn =
nv
2L

n = 1,2,3...

f1 is the first harmonic
the “fundamental frequency”

f2 is the second harmonic f3 is the third harmonic

Open wind instruments have open-end reflections so both ends are antinodes.

λ1 = 2L λ2 = L λ3 = 2
3 L

Flutes, trombones, and organ pipes are typically open wind instruments

fn = harmonic frequency
n = harmonic number
v = speed of sound in air
L = length of air column

L = actual length + 2 × end effect
L = Lactual + 2(0.4 × inner diameter)

Wind Instruments

f1 =
v
λ
= v
4L

f3 =
v
λ
= 3v
4L

f5 =
v
λ
= 5v
4L

fn =
nv
4L

n = 1,3,5...

f1 is the first harmonic
the “fundamental frequency” f3 is the third harmonic f5 is the fifth harmonic

Closed wind instruments have a closed-end reflection on one end (acts as 
a node) and an open-end reflection on the other end (acts as an antinode).

λ1 = 4L λ3 = 4
3 L λ5 = 4

5 Lclick for applet

Trumpets, saxophones, and clarinets are effectively closed wind instruments

fn = harmonic frequency
n = harmonic number
v = speed of sound in air
L = length of air column

L = actual length + end effect
L = Lactual + (0.4 × inner diameter)
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Percussion Instruments
Percussion instruments are non-melodious, that is, they do 
not resonate in a harmonic series like stringed and wind 
instruments. However, nodes and antinodes exist.

f1

1.593 f1
2.917 f1 4.230 f1

2.295 f1 3.599 f1

click for web page

Harmonics and Overtones

click for applet

Musical instruments are distinct because the overtones create a unique 
“blueprint” for each instrument, often called the “timbre” or “quality”.
The relative intensity of each harmonic determines the instrument’s sound.
Any wave can be separated into a series of sine waves (Fourier analysis) or 
the sine waves can be combined to create any wave (Fourier synthesis).
A synthesizer can mimic any instrument by recreating its harmonics.

HELMHOLTZ 
SYNTHESIZER

“SYNTHESIZED” 
WAVEFORMS

click for appletclick for applet
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• A beat is the periodic variation in intensity due to the superposition of 
two waves having slightly different frequency

• The number of beats heard 
equals the difference between 
the frequency of the two sources

fBEAT = f1 − f2

click for applet

Beats
An unusual sound phenomenon, called beats, occurs when two sound waves 
combine. A “beat” is heard when the two sounds are similar in frequency.

click for applet

• A piano tuner listens for beats 
between a tuning fork and a 
piano key to check frequency

• Sometimes a beat frequency can 
be heard from twin engines in 
an airplane


